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**Deal a Card from the Deck**

**Description**

This function deals the top card from a given deck and returns the dealt card along with the updated deck.

**Usage**

`deal_card(current_deck)`

**Arguments**

- `current_deck`
  
  A data frame representing the current deck of cards. This can either be a standard deck, an anonymous deck, or an interleaved deck. The function also accepts an object of class "UpDeck" which contains an updated deck and the last dealt card.

**Value**

A list containing two elements: `dealt_card`, a data frame representing the card that was dealt, and `updated_deck`, a data frame representing the remaining cards in the deck. The list has the class attribute "UpDeck".

**Examples**

```r
# Using a standard deck
std_deck <- standard_deck()
result <- deal_card(std_deck)
result$dealt_card
result$updated_deck

# Using an "UpDeck" object
result2 <- deal_card(result)
```
i_deck

result2$dealt_card
result2$updated_deck

---

### Description

This function takes a deck of cards and adds image paths to each card. It produces a new deck that includes the original information along with the image paths. The function is designed to work with various types of decks and allows for customization of image paths.

### Usage

```r
i_deck(
  deck,
  i_path,
  i_names = vector_playing_cards,
  i_type = "png"
)
```

### Arguments

- **deck**: A data frame representing a deck of cards. Default is `standard_deck()`, but the function is also optimized to work with `shuffled_deck()`.
- **i_path**: The file path to the folder containing the card images.
- **cards**: A vector of card names corresponding to the images. Default includes all cards based on a deck created with `standard_deck()`
- **i_names**: A vector of image file names corresponding to the cards. Should be in the same order as `cards` the default is `vector_playing_cards` which works when `deck` is set to `standard_deck()` and `cards` uses the default vector.
- **i_type**: The file extension of the image files (e.g., "png", "jpg").

### Value

A data frame that includes the original deck along with image paths for each card. Inherits the class "ImgDeck" in addition to the original deck’s classes.
Examples

#The following example shows how to add image paths to the 'mmcards' default
#StandardDeck when the images referenced in ?vector_playing_cards are stored
#in the working directory.

image_deck <- i_deck(deck = standard_deck(),
                     i_path = getwd())

head(image_deck)

#See the README for an example of how to use i_deck to incorporate images
#into a 'shiny' application.

---

shuffle_deck  
Shuffle a Deck of Cards

Description

This function shuffles a deck of cards and returns the shuffled deck. The function can handle
standard decks, anonymous decks, and interleaved decks. For interleaved decks, an option to pair
shuffle is also available.

Usage

shuffle_deck(
  deck_of_cards = function(x) {
    standard_deck()
  },
  seed = NULL,
  paired = FALSE
)

Arguments

dock_of_cards  An anonymous function that returns a deck of cards as either a data frame or a list
              of two numeric vectors for interleaved decks. Default is function(x){standard_deck()}.  
seed           An optional seed for reproducibility. Default is NULL.  
paired          Logical flag to indicate if the interleaved deck should be pair shuffled. Default
                is FALSE.

Value

A data frame representing the shuffled deck of cards. The data frame inherits various classes based
on its type. All shuffled decks will have the classes "ShuffledDeck" and "data.frame". Additional
class inheritance depends on the deck_of_cards parameter:

• "StandardDeck" if deck_of_cards returns a standard deck (default)
• "AnonymousDeck" if `deck_of_cards` returns a single vector
• "InterleavedDeck" if `deck_of_cards` returns a list of two vectors. If the `paired` parameter is set to TRUE, an interleaved deck will also inherit the class "PairedDeck".

Examples

# Standard deck
std_deck <- shuffle_deck()
head(std_deck)

# Anonymous deck
anon_deck <- shuffle_deck(deck_of_cards = function(x){runif(52, 1, 10)})
head(anon_deck)

# Interleaved deck
interleaved_deck <- shuffle_deck(
  deck_of_cards = function(x){list(runif(26, 1, 5),
                                runif(26, 6, 10))})
head(interleaved_deck)

# Paired interleaved deck
paired_deck <- shuffle_deck(
  deck_of_cards = function(x){list(runif(26, 1, 5),
                                   runif(26, 6, 10))},
  paired = TRUE)
head(paired_deck)

---

**standard_deck**  
*Generate a Standard Deck of Playing Cards*

**Description**

This function creates a standard deck of playing cards represented as a data frame. The deck includes suits, ranks, and values for each card.

**Usage**

```r
standard_deck(
  suits = c("C", "D", "H", "S"),
  ranks = c("2", "3", "4", "5", "6", "7", "8", "9", "10", "J", "Q", "K", "A"),
  values = seq(2, 14.75, by = 0.25)
)
```

**Arguments**

- `suits` A character vector specifying the suits in the deck. Default is `c('C', 'D', 'H', 'S')` for Clubs, Diamonds, Hearts, and Spades.
ranks A character vector specifying the ranks in the deck. Default is c('2', '3', '4', '5', '6', '7', '8', '9', '10', 'J', 'Q', 'K', 'A') for ranks 2 to Ace.

values A numeric vector specifying the values assigned to each card in the deck. Default is a sequence from 2 to 14.75 incremented by 0.25.

Value

A data frame representing the deck of cards. The data frame has four columns: rank, suit, card, and value. The data frame also has class attributes "StandardDeck" and "data.frame".

Examples

deck <- standard_deck()
head(deck)
tail(deck)

vector_playing_cards Vector Playing Cards Image Names

Description

Image names for vector playing cards

Usage

vector_playing_cards

Format

vector_playing_cards:
A vector of length 52

vector_playing_cards Names of cards for a 52 card deck

Source

https://code.google.com/archive/p/vector-playing-cards/
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